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Performance evaluation and execution management of sewice-oriented workfiows became quite important in
order to avoid performance degradation. Performance measurement is crucial to ensure that workflow execution remains
feasible and tliat SLA violations due to overload are avoided.
Network calculus as a well-known system theory for deterministic queiiing systems can be used to describe the worst-case
performance behavior of a workflow in order to plan workfiow controi in advance.
Concerning business processes with high repetition rates the
workflow controller has to be able to serve all incoming requests with an optimal composition of Web services. Thiis, this
paper presents a formal worst-case calculation model using the
concepts of network calculus. Furthermore, optimization
problems based on the worst-case scenario are introduced in
order to minimize the worst-case delay and to maximize the
throughput of the Web services invoked with minimal costs.
Abstract-

Index Terms-Performance Optimization, Quality of Service, Service-oriented Architectiire, Network Calculiis, Web
Service Workflow.

Competitive markets and the deregulation of markets
forced enterprises to build cost-efficient business processes
which must be state of the art from both a technical as well
as from a business perspective. Hence, the performance of a
business process at runtime has become a major issue regarding its competitiveness. Thus, enterprises require continiious business process management that supports business process intelligence, which facilitates the flexible
composition of a business process consisting of several services.
Nowadays, enterprises are faced with an IT architecture
consisting of large amounts of heterogeneous legacy systems, middleware platforms, programming languages, operating systems, and communication channels, which are
barely manageable [IS]. Qoality of Service (QoS) and costs
have become a major issue concerning an effective business
process management which also meets customer expectations [2]. Thus, enterprises have to plan their business processes in advance to be able to adapt them to changing business needs.
Concerning cross-organizational workflows in which
multiple parties and even external partners are involved,
flexible busiiiess processes can be achieved by integrating
internal legacy systems, as well as by coupling external
busiiiess partners. The on-demand integration of multiple
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loosely coupled services, as well as the integration of internal legacy systems is provided by a Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) [19]. Each step of the business process can
be realized by a specific sewice. Workflows may use Web
services as an Open standard to realize business processes
[3]. In order to avoid the risk of poor workflow performance, business process intelligence, capacity planning of
workflows, business process automation, and performance
analysis are equally important.
Performance analysis of a Web sewice workflow becomes important in order to be able to plan the workflow
execution in advance. Beside the QoS-aware composition
of one workflow execution, performance analysis concerning the worst-case performance behavior assuming a high
amoiint of incoming workflow execution reqiiests becomes
similarly important. This behavior can be modeled by applying network calculus to the concept of Web sewice
workflows.
This paper focuses on optimization problems for the
worst-case performance of sewice-based workflows in order to minimize the delay and to maximize the throughput
by using network calculus. Network calciilus is a system
theory for deterministic queuing systems. It was developed
in the 1990s and is widely iised in the context of deterministic QoS in packet switched networks.
The remainder of this paper is structiired as follows. In
section 11, related work is introduced followed by a detailed
description of the system model including the concept of
arrival and service curves as well as the applied cost model
in section 111. The application of these concepts to sewicebased workflows is depicted in section IV. Optimization
problems for throughput maximization and delay minimization etc. are. described in section V and recommendations
are given in section VI. The paper closes with a concliision
and an outlook on futiire work.

Modeling workflows has been widely stiidied, e.g., in
[l]. Statistical models are used very often, although they are
not always appropriate, as in critical biisiness processes
(e. g. loan handling, claims handling) deterministic QoS becomes more and more important in order to fiilfill the customer's needs. By using only statistical models the achievement of performance goals cannot be giiaranteed.
A semantic approach for providing a QoS-aware composition of Web services iising ontologies and artificial intel-
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ligence planners can be found in [16]. The QoS-aware composition of services to a composite service or a workflow is
described in [8] with a genetic algorithm-based heuristic
approach. The work of Berbner et al. [4], [5], [6] focuses on
the execution and the optimization of one workflow and descnbes a heuristic-based detailed workflow execution approach based on Web services which enables the selection
of specific Web services at runtime as well as replanning
mechanisms. A method that uses a predictive QoS model to
compute the QoS for workflows in terms of performance,
cost and reliability is shown in [9]. The question arises what
happens if multiple workflow execution requests arrive at
the workflow controller. 1s the workflow controller able to
handle all incoming requests? The analysis of the average
performance behavior of Web service workflows in a scenario with multiple execution requests in a specific time period by using the concept of queuing theory is shown in
[12]. This approach facilitates the optimization of the utilization of the invoked Web services in a workflow considering a volume rate cost model. Beside the average execution
behavior of QoS-aware Web service workflows, a worstcase consideration by adapting results from the network calculus to Web service workflows is shown in [I I].

The considered scenario consists of many workflow requestors that Want to execute a specific workflow in a specific time period. The intermediary, who acts as a workflow
controller has to combine several Web services to form a
workflow. This composed workflow has to be able to serve
all incoming requests witliin a specific time period at good
performance properties. The workflow consists of m different tasks which have to be executed seqiientially. For each
task i, the workflow controller has to choose a Web service
which fulfills the required fiinctionality out of j=l,...,n
available Web services per task i. All of these Web services
are able to fulfill tlie required fiinctionality of task i. The
workflow controller has to create an execution plan for the
optimal utilization of Web services in order to, e. g., increase the throughpiit and to minimize the costs for the Web
service usage. It has to select the most efficient Web services for the execution of the workflow reqiiests in order to
achieve a flexible and QoS-aware workflow composition.
Fiirthermore the Web services are invoked sequentially.
Hereby, the selection process of Web services of the
workflow controller consists of two steps. On the one hand
the workflow controller has to select the services which fulfill the required functionality of the specific task of the
process. 011the other hand non-functional properties stich
as QoS or costs have to be considered as well in order to
optimize the overall performance properties of a workflow.
Usually non-functional properties are described in the
Service Level Agreements (SLAs), defined in RFC 3198
[20], which represent bilateral coiitracts between a service
provider and a service consumer. In the SLAs service properties, such as availability, performance, or pricing information and other contract information, are included. Assuming

that a variety of services fulfill the required functionality for
the execution of one task, the non-functional properties play
an important role in their differentiation.
In critical business processes the strict maintenance of
non-functional requirements such as, e. g, throughput and
cost becomes more and more important. A further performance analysis requires a description of the performance of
each service, a description of the behavior of the amvals of
the workflow execution requests as well as an adequate cost
model for the service usage.
A. Arrival curves

Arrival curves, which constrain the arrival process, can
be used to describe the behavior of the incoming requests
for a workflow execution.
Definition 1 [Amval ciirve]
Given a wide-sense increasing function U defined for
t t 0 , we say that a flow R is constrained by U if and only if
forall s I t :

We define that R has U as an arrival cuwe, or also that R
is U-smooth. In this context several amval curves can be
assumed. The Token Bucket arrival curve is appropriate as
it captores the incoming reqiiest arrivals as shown by equation (2). The maximum size of bulk amvals can be inodeled
as well as the sustained service rate. At the beginning of a
planning period several requests already exist (bulk) and the
siibsequent execution requests amve with a constant rate r,.

B. Service Curves
The relevant Parameters used to describe a Web service
include the response time and the rate at which requests can
be served. Therefore, the latency-rate (LR) service curve
[7], [I71 is well-suited to describe the performance of a
Web service. A service curve is defined as follows.
Definition 2 [Service curve].
Consider a System S and a flow throiigh S with input
fiinction R and oiitput function RO.We say S offers a service
c~rrveßto the flow, if and only ifß is wide-sense increasing
a n d R 0 2 ~ @ ßforall 1 2 0 .
The Operator C3 represents the convolution which is
specified in more detail in [7]. In general, a service curveß
as shown in Fig. I has a specific arrival rate r and may have
a latency I.
A latency-rate service curve of a Web service can be described analytically by equation (3). Tlie rate at which requests are served is denoted by r and the time needed for
initialization is defined by I.

It can be stated that the invocation of Web services usiially implies a dedicated latency before requests can be executed. The latency performance of SOAP implementations
is depicted in more detail in [IO].
Executed requests

ß

Fig. I . Service ciirve

of process task i and categoryj.

The aggregated service curveß,,k(i) which is the convolution of the service ciirves of the services used in the business process can analytically also be described as shown in
equation (5). The Parameter W depicts the specific workflow
and k the executable service composition (with k = l ,...,0).
Theoretically, for a workflow consisting of m different
basic activities and n different available Web services per
activity, o=nAm different workflow compositions may be
possible.

with

C. Cosi modeIJor Web services
The pricing and accounting information are usually described in the SLAs of the services. The pay-per-use and the
flat-rate model are the most discussed pricing models for
Web services in the literature, e. g. [13], [14], [15], [21].
Oiir further analysis is based on the pay-per-use pricing
model approach with the assumption that an increasing execution rate leads to higher costs. The indices i and j represent the considered task i and the category j of the workflow. This implies that the smaller the response times the
higher are the caused costs.
A service provider offers a Web service WSij with a specific functionality and a specific response time imSp,;,,
to the
service consumer. The execution rate r, at which the reThe Web
quests can be served is the reciprocal of
service provider charges the service consumer a specific
ainoiint as fixed costs for the usage of the Web service and
a variable portion for each Web service invocation. The
broken down costs Tor each service invocation are denoted
by CL,.The assumed cost model of this analysis is a common
cost model and implies that it is the interest of the service
consumer to iise the most cost-efficient services in order to
realize the execution of the workflow.
IV. APPLICATION T0 SERVICE-BASED WORKFLOWS

In the considered System, incoming workflow execution
requests may amve in a bulk at a specific time or can arrive
constantly. Our analysis assumes that at the beginning (t=O)
there is a bulk of arrivals and then reqiiests arrive with a
constant rate r .
Concerning a business process consisting of m different
tasks, the workflow controller has to searcli for m different
Web services which fulfill the reqiiired functionality of
each task i. Assiiming that for each task i multiple Web services WS;,jexist whicli fiilfill the required functionality, the
differences of these services are the latency I and the rate r .
Equation (4) depicts the analytical description of service
curves for different Web services with different QoS properties, whereas the indices i and j denote the Web services

The execution rate of the aggregated service curve r,,~is
the minimum of all execution rates r,,,(with i=l, ...,n) of the
service curves of the chosen Web services (eqiiation (6)).
The latency of the aggregated service curve is the summation of all latencies I„ (with i=l ,...,n) of the chosen Web
services (equation (7)) considering sequential service invocations as assumed in this Paper. These results occur due to
the findings of the application of network calculus to Web
services. By using this analytical description of service
curves and for the convoliition of service curves the worstcase performance properties can be comptited as shown in
the next section.

This section presents an optimization approach in order
to minimize the worst-case delay of the invoked Web services of the workflow and to maxirnize the throughpiit of
the workflow. Constraints as costs and other side conditions
are introduced as well.
Differences of the invoked Web services occur concerning the service rate ri,,, the latency I,,,, and the costs C;> The
higher the service rate ri,,, the higher are the costs ciri.For all
n Web services (j=l ,...,n) of task i a binary variable q,is
introduced to model whether a Web service WS;., is used for
the workflow execution or not. In order to avoid that more
than one Web service of one task is iised at the Same time,
for the binary variable should hold:

The challenge is which Web services have to be selected
at which process step in order to reduce the delay and to

maximize the throiighput.
Data

A. Throughpur rnaxirnizaiion

Service curve
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The characteristic of the convolution of several service
curvesßiJ(r) is that the resulting service ci~rveß~,~(l)
has the
slope of the service curve with the smallest slope as shown
in equation (6). This implies that the maximum achievable
execution rate r,,„ of the workflow is the minimum of all
maximum execiition rates r,,j of the available Web services
per process step. An upper boiind for the maximum achievable throughput in the considered workflow is described by
equation (9).
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Fig. 2. Delay bound
(9)

It is not necessary to invoke the Web service with the
highest execution rate ri,, per process step in order to
acliieve a maximiim throughput of tlie eiitire workflow, because the overall throughpiit is bounded by tlie process step
with the weakest throughput. Tliiis, the workflow controller
is able to reduce Iiis costs by rejecting the invocation of
Web services with execution rates >;,j higlier than tlie highest achievable execution rate r„„.
Assuming the workflow controller has a fixed budget,
denoted by C„,
a service composition with a maximiim
throughput can be compiited by solving the optimization
problem with the objective function (10) and the constraint
(1 1).

The aim of ihe workflow controller is to maximize the
throughput of the entire workflow constrained by a fix
biidget C„.
B. Delay analysis

The delay of an execution request specifies the elapsed
time between the arrival of an execiition requests and the
point of time at which the request is processed. The worstcase delay for a given workflow and as specific arrival behavior as shown in Fig. 2 can be easily computed by equation (12) and (13) which is derived from equation (5). In
equation (12) and (13), b determines the number of execution requests at r=O of the corresponding arrival curve.

(13)
with r,,, 2 r,

In order to compute the worst-case delay dw,kof the considered workflow it has to be ensured tliat the workflow
execution rate r,,k is higher than the rate at which the reqiiests arrive i,.If this requirement is not met, the workflow
conholler will not be able to serve all incoming execution
requests, because more execution requests arrive than the
composed workflow is able to serve.
With this computation it is possible to compute the
worst-case delay for each possible composition of the services to a workflow.
C. Worst-case delay nzinirnization

When determining the execution plan, one objective of
the workflow controller should be to minimize the worstcase delay of the entire workflow. The workflow controller
has to select a feasible composition of services to a workflow that minimizes the overall worst-case delay. Thus,
equation (14) describes the objective fiinction of this optimization problem.

This objective function is not enough to describe this
problem, because without a constraint the workflow controller would always clioose the services with the highest
execiition rates r,. This implies that he would choose the
most expensive Web Services and is faced with the highest
costs. Thus, an important constraint in this optimization
model is that the overall costs of tlie workflow execution
are constrained by a certain boundary C„, as shown in
equation (I I), in order to realize a cost-efiicient Web service composition.
This optimization approach facilitates that the workflow
controller is able to minimize his worst-case delay under the
assumption of a fixed budget.

Another optimization problem occurs if the workflow
controller has to execute a specific amount of workflow
executions e until a fixed deadline I, as depicted in Fig. 3.
The selection of Web services has to be done in order to
execute all requests at minimal costs.

Executed requests

Fig. 3. Fixed amoiini of workiiow executions

The optimization problem can be formulated by the main
objective function shown in equation (15) and the constraints depicted in equation (16). The main objective has to
be to reduce the costs as much as possible with the constraint that tlie composed workflow is able to serve all incoming requests e until the time I,.
rn

Min F ( X ) = C

n
Cci,jxi,j

The constraint in this case is as follows:

those Web services that guarantee this worst-case behavior.
Conceming business processes, ihe described optimization approaches fit to business processes with a sequential
execotion of tasks. Workflows with a high repetition rate
and a high business value, e.g. clairns handling, loan handling, and accounting, require a continuous workflow control. The proposed optimization approaches Support the
workflow orchestrator to optimize the worst-case behavior
of business processes in order to meet ciistomer requirements.
VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose several optimization approaches
for Web service workflows in order to maximize the
throughput and to minimize the delay in a worst-case consideration. This work applies results from network calculus
to Web service workflows and extents previous results with
the analytical description of the performance behavior of
Web service workflows. The optimization approaches show
how the delay and the throughpiit of a workflow execution
can be optimized. The workflow controller is able to optimize his execution plan in advance and to invoke only those
Web services which fulfill the worst-case requirements.
Our further research aims at extending our approach with
heuristics and enhancements of the proposed optimization
model.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

In the previous section optimization approaches concerning delay, throughput and cost are described. These optimization approaches facilitates that the orchestrator is able to
optimize the worst-case behavior of the workflow execution
before the workflow execution Starts, i. e., it has to invoke
those Web services that meet the requirements of the optimization model.
Conceming throughput maximization, the throiighput of
the composed workflow that can be achieved is bounded by
the lowest execution rate of the invoked services in tlie entire workflow. A purely throughput optimization approach
would be to determine the maximum achievable execution
rate and to invoke only those Web services for the other
tasks that have a higher or the Same execution rate and that
minimize the overall costs.
A reasonable procedure conceming delay minimization
would be to estimate a maximum acceptable delay for the
service consumer and to minimize the costs by invoking
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